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Reviewer's report:

The authors present a case which seems rare enough in the pediatric literature to present but the hypothesis/uniqueness of the case needs to be weighed against the question of the diagnosis in this case.

The authors mention that this could be a case of SIRN which seems most likely to me but fail to give enough details regarding 1) the indication for renal biopsy given the non-severe presentation and high likelihood of improvement with supportive management for suspected PIGN/PSGN. 2) The clinical features or course that led them to pursue aggressive immunosuppressive treatment i.e. was the serum creatinine worsening?, were there any other worrisome signs. 3) what was the authors thoughts on SIRN vs alternate diagnoses - how would the path findings differ as C3/IgG would be expected in PIGN/SIRN so why does IgAD matter, this could be flushed out more 4) why was the patient re-biopsied 4 years later?

The authors should additionally provide rationale for the choice of their treatments, why not PSL alone if immunosuppression is going to be used, why add MZR? What is the reason that warfarin was used? We need more clinical data and rationale to better explain the management in this case. I would also be interested in more details on how quickly the patient improved.

The writing style and language is good.
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Are you able to assess the statistics?
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